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DESCRIPTION & FEATURES

NC-301-5 and NC-301-5F are fast cure versions of Newport’s NCT-301.   These modificaions of
the NCT-301 controlled flow, toughened epoxy resin, allow prepregs to be cured faster at lower
temperatures when the process requires.    There is a significant sacrifice in shelf life versus
NCT-301, but other processing and the physical properties are the same.

NC-301-5 (fast) and NC-301-5F (faster) are designed for applications in which a core or
substrate will be involved that will not sustain temperatures as high as  2500 F.    Examples are
certain foams, vinyls, wood, etc. that will either outgas at higher temperatures or at longer
exposure times, or will not sustain the necessary pressures of processing at tempertures as high
as 2500 F.    Where a longer cure time or a higher cure temperature is tolerable, NCT-301 is
recommended for its superior out time (shelf life) and low exotherm.

NC-301 has an outiime of several months at room temperature; NC-301-5 has an out time of
about 3 weeks, and NC-301-5F has an out time of 7 to 10 days at room temperature.

CURE

The charts on pages 2 and 3 show the minimum cure times recommended for NC-301-5 and
NC-301-5F.    For comparative purposes, a few minimum cure times are shown below:
[“Minimum” cure is defined as time at the specified temperature, as in a preheated press.   In
other processes additional time must be allowed for material to achieve the desired temperature.]

Temperature 1850  F 2120 F 2300 F      2500 F
NC-301 (minutes to cure)  500  200  100        50
NC-301-5 (min. To cure) 200  130    39        18.5
NC-301-5F (min to cure)  100    30    16          6.2

NC-301-5 and NC-301-5F can be supplied as the matrix on various substrates (e.g. woven glass,
graphite, aramid  or thermoplastic fabrics) or as a unidirectional fiber prepreg on graphite, glass
or other fibers.   The mechanical properties of these prepregs are equal to those obtained with
NCT-301.  Please refer to the Product Data Sheet on NCT-301 for those properties.

Product data and parameters cited in this publication have been obtained in the NEWPORT ADHESIVES &
COMPOSITES, INC. laboratories, using the materials under carefully controlled conditions.  The information,
therefore, is believed to be accurate and correctly stated.  Data of this type may be considered to be indicative of
representative properties obtainable.  NEWPORT COMPOSITES, INC. cannot accept responsibility for the
misapplication of these products, nor for their use under uncontrolled conditions.  Numerical values resulting from the
application of this material are dependent on processing details.  It is recommended that  the user develop his own
application techniques and generate data consistent with his specific application and process.
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NC-301-5 PREPREGS
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CURE SCHEDULE

This chart shows minimum cure time in a preheated press.
In an oven or autoclave, time must be allowed to reach the cure tempearture.


